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OneSearch FAQ
(see also http://library.csun.edu/afidgeon )
What happened to the old search box on the homepage?
What if I want to search the library catalog directly?
What if I want to search individual databases?
How do I limit my search to a subject area?
How do I limit my OneSearch results to articles/books/ebooks/other formats?
I need a scholarly (peer-reviewed) article from the last 10 years. How do I find one?
I found the article I want. How do I access it?
I found the book I want. How do I get it?
Where is the Map it! feature?
What does ONLINE/Electronic Book mean?
What does it mean when it says Stored?
How can I save items I want to look at later?
What happened to the old search box on the homepage?
The Oviatt Library website has been given a new look and made more efficient for your
research needs. The biggest and most exciting change is our new OneSearch tool. Now, you
can search for books, articles, videos, music, and almost everything else the library holds using
one search box. OneSearch is connected to most of the Library’s databases & the catalog and
you can access content directly from your search results.
What if I want to search the Library catalog directly?
Not a problem! There is a link to our library catalog below the OneSearch Box.

What if I want to search individual databases?
You can still get into individual databases from the Library homepage, listed by subject and
alphabetically.
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How do I limit my search to a subject area?
In the search results, you’ll notice option to limit by Topic and by Subject Area.

Use the Topic option to limit your search to certain topics, and Subject Area to limit your search
by discipline.
Currently, there is no option to limit your search to a specific set of databases.
How do I limit my OneSearch results to articles/books/ebooks/other formats?
Your results in OneSearch will automatically put you in the Articles tab.
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This is where you will find items that appear in our databases: journal articles, dissertations,
images, and more. If you are looking for a particular format, just check the box.

When you click More Options, you can include as well as exclude different formats. Want
everything except for dissertations? Just click the exclude buttons.
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If you are looking for books & media (CDs, DVDs, etc), jump over to the Books & Media tab.
Here, you can limit your search by format as well.

I need a scholarly (peer-reviewed) article from the last 10 years. How do I find one?
OneSearch allows you to limit your results to scholarly articles with the check of a box.
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Scroll down to create a customized date range.

I found the article I want. How do I access it?
Click on the Full Text Available Link below the article information.

If you need further directions, see our “Find Text” FAQ page.
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I found the book I want. How do I get it?
Below the title of the book, you will see the relevant information to get to the book (where it’s
located, the call number, and its availability).

If the book is in the library, it will say “IN LIBRARY”. If it is checked out, you will see the date it is
due. If it is otherwise unavailable, it will list the reason why (LOST, MISSING, etc).
If you want this information sent to your phone, click on the title and then on “Send location to
your phone.”

Where is the Map it! feature?
Map it! is not currently available in OneSearch. It is still available in the library catalog.
What does ONLINE/Electronic Book mean?
When you see Electronic Book or ONLINE in your results, that means the item you are looking
at is an ebook. To access the ebook, click on either the “Text version”, “PDF version”, or
“Connect to this Online Resource” link
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What does it mean when it says Stored?
This simply means we put the book in our library storage & you’ll have to put in a request to get
it out. Click on the [Request] link and request the item online.

You can pick up your stored item at the circulation desk usually after about 10 minutes.
If you do not have a CSUN user ID, you can request the item in-person from the circulation
desk.
How can I save items I want to look at later?
All you have to do is click the “Save this record” link and anything you want to look at later will
be saved in a temporary folder. If you want to save the items permanently, just log-in with your
CSUN user ID.

To access your saved items, click on the “My Saved Records” folder at the top of the page.
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OneSearch

Catalog

General search- “abortion”

Title search- “Catcher in the Rye” 7 in catalog; 13
in OneSearch

Keywords

Call numbers

“I’m doing research on x topic”

“I’m looking for my textbook” (title search for
Biology—41 in catalog, over 8K in OneSearch)

GE/intro class (because this is what they’re going
to use)

If you need a little more control over the search

AND/OR (NOT doesn’t work in Books & Media)

AND/OR/NOT

Limit by Format- “bob Dylan” or “Dylan, bob”, then
Sound Recordings (link is more obvious- subtle,
but ok)
Subject Headings -- heading terms only in initial
results, but you can browse narrower terms
through the records.

Browsing Subject Headings and narrower subject
tersm- searching for “lesbianism” allows you to
see that subject heading as well as “lesbianism—
21st century”, “lesbianism—Australia”, etc

Searching a particular decade (articles allows for a Searching a custom date range (for books/media)
custom date range, but books & media does not)
Archives/SC: if you know the name of collection

Searching for a particular article/from a citation
(don’t have to look up journal first)

Generally searching for archives/SC (no Archon/
only MARC records)

